collinear and are focused with a 100 cm focal length lens into 10 mm thick CdS crystal at 2" K . The magnetic field of 50 kG and the direction of propagation of the incident beams are parallel to the c-axis. The visible beam is circularly polarized. The CO, laser beam is linearly polarized and the direction of the infrared polarizer is adjusted to obtain minimum transmission of the CO, laser beam in the absence of the visible radiation. Fig, 3 (a) shows a short pulse of the transmitted CO, laser beam through the polarizer when the visible laser is present and tuned to the exact absorption of ETR. The residual background comes from the 300 nsec pulse of the original CO, laser beam. Since the risetime of our detectors is about 1 nsec. the pulsewidths of 4 nsec of the transmitted COz laser and of the dye laser are identical, as shown in Fig. 3 (b) and Fig. 3 (c) , respectively. At the present time, the peak power of the transmitted CO, laser is about 10 W for a CO, laser input power of 100 W and for a control visible power of 1 kW. Analysis of the transmitted GO, laser beam as a function of the control-laser characteristics is being conducted to determine the potential of this technique for generation of psec CO, laser radiation pulses. built for laser fusion irradiation experiments at very high on-target powers. Five vacuum spatial filters, located at strategic intervals along each chain, minimize the effects of small-scale beam break-up, and enable each 200 mm output clear aperture arm to produce approximately 1.5 TW of focusable power without significant temporal distortion. Fig. 1 illustrates single arm optical staging and time averaged performance parameters typical of short pulse ( < 100 psec) operation.
Session
Beam diagnostics, which characterize each laser shot, measure the time-integrated spatial profile at the target lens entrance and time resolved intensity/power in the target lens focal region. An example of demonstrated, repeatable performance is illustrated in summary form in Fig. 2 . Single beam intensity in the best focal plane (90% encircled energy) exceeds 10" wattslcm' ( f #il lens).
More recently it has been shown' that the imaging characteristics of a positive lens pair minimize diffraction-induced departures of the beam profile from its initial, apodized shape during propagation through the optical laser chain. We have taken advantage of this fact to image theapodized aperture through thesmaller diameter amplifiers (see Fig. 1) . As a direct consequence of this development, amplifier filling factors of 0.7, and focusable power in excess of 
